
FlELDWALKlNG IN CHESHIRE 

, Adele l\1ayer 

In early spring 1990, a preliminary programme of fieldwalking was begun 
10 evaluate the feasibility of research on the early postglacial archaeology 
of the North Cheshire sandstone ridge (bounded between Eddisbury 10 the 
south and Helsby and Frodsham to the north) . In the past there have been 
several reports of lithic artefacts. including recognisable Mesolithic and 
Neolithic tools. being collected from fields in this area (see notes in the 
Journal of the Chester Archaeological Society 1953 , 1942; Cheshire 
Archaeological Bulletin #3; and gazetteer in the Victoria County History 
1987). These and other unpUblished reports are recorded on the Cheshire 
SMR. Some collections have been deposited in Chester Museum, while 
others remain in private possession. 

In view of the fact that these reports and collections indicate more than a 
superficial prehistoric presence, it is surprising that so little attention hAs 
been paid J o them, especially as the area is central to known areas of 
prehistoric activity in the Pennines and North Wales. The topography is 
also worth noting because the ridge at FrodshamlHelsby affords a 
panoramic view north across the Mersey and the Irish Basin, which would 
have been lowland areas in Mesolithic times. 

The present fieldwalking project will hopefully establish the distribution of 
Mesoli thic and Neolithic lithic material in the area, and examine the 
patterns of use of different types of raw materials in the two periods. The 
occurrence of artefacts made from distinctive banded local cherts is a 
feature of these assemblages, and has the potential to contribute 
substantially to understanding of prehistoric activity in the area .. For 
instance, the forthcoming publication (in l eAS) of the Mesolithic site at 
Tattoo Park suggests that tbe chert from that site originates in Derbyshire. 
Ron Coweil, from his Merseyside survey discovered a particular type of 
white flint which he suggests is associated with a specific typology and 
date, but so far the source is unprovenanced . During the present survey, 
nalural chert pebbles were collected from field 8. 

During the proj ect, seven fields were examined. The method used was that 
of walking transects set out perpendicular to a baseline along one edge of a 
field . Transects were placed at intervals of 5, ID, or 20 metres according to 
whether the field had been examined before, and the density of artefacts 
found there previously. Seventy lithic artefacts were found of which 51 
were of flint and 19 of the local cherts. Figure I shows some of the 
artefacts recovered during the project. They include both Early and Later 
Mesolithic microlith foons (Fig I, Nos 2-7), and probable Neolithic tools 
(Fig 1, Nos 8-9). One piece (Fig I, No I) seems to be a broken shouldered 
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Fi ure 1. Artefacts from Cheshire fi eldwalking project: 1) shoulde.r~ 

~~~~'Ii~~: ~~~; ~~c~b~~~;~;~~h~ed·Y ~~~ie:') fl~::r~i~):;i:h:~~~ 
chert; 7) rod, grey chert; 8) retouc PIece, pe , 
flake , dark grey chert. 
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point, and might indicate a Late Glacial presence in the area. However, 
before making any final conclusions about this assemblage, I would like to 
examine collections with chert artefacts from Cheshire, the Pennines and 
North Wales fo r comparative purposes. 

Initial analysis suggests that there are anomalies in the distribution of the 
material. Considerable concentrations of finds have been found at Castle 
Cob, on sandy soils at a high point along the sandstone ridge. This is 
similar to the site at Haroll Edge which had produced over 1000 pieces. 

Another anomaly relates to the occurrence of Mesolithic and Neolithic 
malerial within a 19th century fi eld boundary. There would appear to be 
two possible explanations fo r this phenomenon , 1) a greater intensity of 
farming in the field compared to its neighbour has led to the erosion of 
archaeological layers, or 2) soil containing archaeology was redistributed 
onto th is fi eld sometime during the 19th century. The likelihood of the 
redistribution of soi l containing artefacts is also indicated at a field at 
Casllehill. In Ihis barren field (stony sand) there was a small deposit of 3 
flints and 1 sherd, possibly Romano-British). This appeared to be an alien 
deposit rather than occurring in situ. 

The question of the redistribution of archaeological material onto fields has 
to be taken into account , particularly in an area of degraded soils. 
Hopefully the identification of areas where this practice might have taken 
place will lead to improved consistency of site prediction. Any information 
from around the country about these practices and their identification would 
be of help. I would also be very interested to hear about any further 
collections in Cheshire (R. Jacobi has been extremely kind on this point). 

61 a "'rrh Rood, NQnJu:hu.rrh, CM&h;,y. 
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Australian Lithic Bibliography . 

James Knight 

This bibliography was conceived 10 compliment Honea's essentially North 
American Lithic Bibliography (1983), and is produced in the same format. It 
attempts 10 list the most usefu l ethnographic references 10 stone tools, the most 
important and pivotal archaeological analyses and othc:r subjects wbi~h arc of 
interest to lithic specialists. such as e~ehange studlCS, technologIcal and 
e~pcrimental studies. It is not intended to be exhaustive. but rather to introduce 
the reader 10 AusU"al ia's literature. It is to be regretted that many of these 
references arc unpublished tbeses, however, these works arc only cited when 
absolutely necessary. Theses are listed separately at the end of the 
bibliography. 

The ethnography of Australil1l and New Guinea ill very important within. stone 
age archaeology. Indeed very few Pll!ts of. the world can ~ast as t1C~ an 
ethnographic record. People were st ili uSing stone tools III New GUIll~a 
Highlands and in the central deserts of Au~tralia dllJ"ing t.be 1960's. 11115 
immediacy of the stone age allows Australian archaeologists to rely more 
hcavily upon the ethnograpbic record than is usual elsewhere. 

For very obvious reasons, ethnographiC sludies in Australia and New Guinea 
cannot be related directly to other areas of the world, however they ~n be of 
use. The study of Stone age peoples by industrial peoples re<Julre~ t~e 
suppression of the industrial person's cultural assumptions. An action w.mcb IS 

logical 10 an industrial person may not be so to the st~e .user. By studym~ the 
actions and thinking of stone useTS one can, at least. ehmmale lOOse behavIours 
which are utterly out of place. 

Aotoow"",~ 

I !hank Peter White ror readin& and commc:p\hl& upoo • dnft of this bibliogr.tp/l)' 
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EIhDoval'i'ic rd<KDC<>.l to atooe wc 
Before 1950: 
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Hale &od 'Iindale 1933, t934; Hom .. Ind Ai. ton 1924, Ho_bin 1921; Howitt 1904; LO'I'e 
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